Abstract: A semiclassica! method based on the sum-rule approach together with the Wigner-Xirkwood expansion in powers of h is used in order to describe Giant Isoscalar Resonances at zero and finite temperature for an ensemble of fermions moving freely in a potential well.
Introduction
One of the methods to study Giant Resonances is the random phase approximation (RPA), for which the Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations provide the natural single-particle basis /1-4/.
To get the energy and width of the peak is not necessary to perform the complete solution of RPA equations, it is enough to look for some moments of the strength. Sum rules give less detailed information than RPA solutions, but they are much easier to calculate and easier to interpret / 5 / .
In recent years heavy-ion reactions have given preliminary experimental evidence for the existence of collective states of giant resonance type sustained on excited nuclear states. Some theoretical effort has been made to describe such situation /6-9/.
In this contribution we want to study the collective excitations of an ensemble of fermions moving freely in a given potential well using the sum rule approach and the Wigner-Kirkwood expansion in powers of % for the magnitudes which appear in our calculation.
Our goal is, rather than to reproduce the experimental results, to study the giant isoscalar resonances at zero and finite temperature and for several multipolarities in a model potential well where the full quantum mechanics results are known. We want to check the ability of our semiclassical approach to reproduce these collective motions. Previous results about the giant isoscalar monopole resonance in a harmonic oscillator well at zero temperature have been recently reported /lo/. After llttle algebra JZV I n order to evaluate ( 1 ) and ( 3 ) we use the semiclassical density and kinetic energy density given in terms of the Wigner-Xirkwood expansion.
where we assume A = 2 N = 2 Z fermions ln a central potential well V(r).
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We can also recover ( 3 ) from a scaling ( P ( r ) +a P(ar), 't (r) -)a5z (ar) ) of our semiclassical equilibrium densities ( 4 ) and (5). This is due to the fact that the virial theorem is fulfilled by these semiclassical densities /15/ (see reference 10 for details).
The static polarizability is proportional to the m,l sum rule and it can be calculated in the RPA approximation using the solution of a constrained Hartree-Fock calculation (H+MF) in the limit of small p-values I Our semiclassical approximation is to do a constrained ThomasFermi (TF) + h ' calculation assuming that the potential is not polarized.
Imposing the conservation of the particle number N, w e have:
Taking into account (41, ( 7 ) and ( 8 ) we finally get the following analytical expression for thp c., sum rille
We can also check that the second equality in ( 6 ) is fulfilled in our constrained Thomas-Fermi calculation /lo/.
From these sum rules we can estimate the energy of the giant .esonance defining the energies /5/ m3/mg dnd E l = m i / m -l . Reults for the harmonic oscillator ue;?=Lave een reportid elsewhere /lo/. Table 1 For the harmonic osclllator potential the m l and mg sun r.1ies at finite temperature read:
From (12) and (13) ~t follows that E3=2kw and thls value is independent of the temperature. The same 1s true in the full quantal calculation as it can b e easily seen from ( 1 ) and (3). I t is not surprising because the m g and ml,stt.n rules, for the harmonic osclllator, are proportional to < r a > ln quantal and semiclassical calculations.
Before computing the m _ l sum rule, it 1s necessary to point out the following: in HF calculations we can vary independently occupation numbers and the radlal part cf the wavefunctions. When RPA is formulated the occupation numbers of each single particle (s.p.)
state are flxed and equal to those of the equilibrium HF state at given T, and the collectlve m o t~o n affects only the radial part of the s.p.
state. Consequently thls motion takes place, at thr same time, a t constant temperature and a t constant entropy.
We calculate the m -l sum rule performing a constrained calculation. I n the quantal case, keeping flxed the occupation numbers, it is easy t o show that E1=2fiw.
I n the semiclassical approach based in TF method the situation is different because we have, at the same time, vzriations of the occupation numbers and the radial part of the wavefunctions. We can perform T F constrained calculations at constant T o r a t constant SOf course, in this kind of calculations we will have spurious changes in S or T respectively that are due to the use of TF approximation and not t o any physical effect / 9 / .
F o r the harmonic osclllator in the pure TF approxination the entropy reads: 
It is not difficult to show that
From ( 1 5 ) follows that E1=2%w. This result can be also recovered ~f t ' corrections are taken lnto account.
We c-:. -1 -0 calculate the m -l sum rule ;r -n isothermal way, 1.e. keeping fixed the temperature. Following the same strategy that ~n the T = O case we find for the harmonlc oscillator potentla1 and u p to % ' terms Table 2 shows us the dependence of the m l and m-(at constant T and constant S ) wlth temperature. The m l sum rule is 'not very sensitlve to T due to the fact that < r 2 i has a small dependence on temperature as it is well known. The same 1 s true, in the harmonrc oscillator case, for the isentropic m -l sum rule whereas the isothermg.1 m-l shows a more important dependence on temperature due to the f a c t that the isothermal incompressibility decreases more rapidly than the lsentroplc one when the temperature increases. as rt has been pointed out in other semiclassical calculations /8/.
We can also see that the isothermal m -l calculation gives an overestimation of the width that is more important when the temperature increases.
Giant Isoscalar Resonances of hlqh multipolarity
In this case the collective operator is given by F = r l y l O . FoBlowinq the same method described in the first section m, and m, read T h e m -l sum rule is given by a constrained TI? calculation. At finite temperature this sum rule reads TABLE 3 I n Table 3 w e give our semiclassical result for Eg (obtained from ( 1 7 ) and (181) for different number of particles in a Woods-Saxon potential a t several temperatures and multipolarities (energies and temperatures are given in MeV). At zero temperature, TF+h' calculation reproduces well the quantal results (in brackets) whereas the pure T F calculation glves an overestimation of the energy. The energy E3 is quite insensitive to changes in temperature, however this change is more important when multlpolarity increases and the number of particles in the potential well decreases.
F o r the harmonlc potential E g and E l energies a r e grven by I n pure T F approach E3 and E l are constant with temperature, however when h 2 corrections are taken into account a small dependence in temperature appears.
F o r the quadrupole case ( 2 1 ) reproduces the ex'act result Ej=2tw (that can be obtained from /17/ and /18/ taking the quantal expectation values). The situation is different for E l , the exact calculation (equivalent to a deformed oscillator potential) gives us E 1 = 2 k w whereas the semiclassical result ( 2 0 ) is E l n m .
D u e to the fact of the exact equivalence between the T F +~' calculation and the Strutinsky averaged one in the harmonic oscillator problem /13/ we have performed this last calculation i n order to check o u r semiclassical result. We find E -1.43 h w for A = 4 0 when w e are in the plateau region. This is the va1;e that w e can get from ( 2 0 ) in the T=O limit.
T h e discrepancy between the quantal and semiclassical results can be understood in the following way: as it has been pointeE out by Jennings 1 small distortions before the level crossing obtained with a constraint on r a y 2 in the harmonic oscillator causes just the same change in the wavefunctions as the scaling. Consequently a deformation of the Fermi sphere appears and it is not taken into account i n o u r semiclassical approach. This is not the case of our m3 calculation where the semiclassical approach is taken in the last step after a quantal derivation of the sum rule that considers the Fermi sea distortions.
T h e change of orbits after the crossing is absolutely necessary in order t o keep the momentum distribution roughly spherical /14/ and it happens in slow oscillating motion like fission where semiclassical methods based o n the T F approach have been used successfully / 1 5 / .
Conclusions
First, w e have checked that the u s e of our semiclassical spproximation reproduces we1 the giant monopole resonance at zero and finite temperature. In this latter case, w e have shown for the harmo-nic oscillator that a constraines TF calculation keeping the entropy constant reproduces the exact calculation whereas the constrained TF a t constant temperature underestimates the E l value, increasing thus the resonance width. This result is ln good agree with other finite temperature calculations /8, 9/.
T h e second polnt is that our semiclassical calculation overestimates the m -l sum rule in the quadrupole case for the harmonic potential because the deformation of the Fermi sea plays an important role and it is not includes in our approach.
